We propose and experimentally demonstrate quantum purification of coherent light states, using only basic linear optics. It is based on the independent processing of several identically prepared coherent states.
Here we propose and experimentally demonstrate an alternative. It is based on the preparation of an ensemble of identical input states, which are processed in independent noisy operations or transmitted through independent noisy channels (see [1, 2] for a similar idea for qubit systems). After the noisy operations/transmissions we show that it is possible using simple linear optics to extract from the whole ensemble of noisy states a single state which is purer. Dealing with Gaussian states and assuming that Gaussian noise have been added to the replicas we show that the variance of the added noise can be reduced by a factor equal to the number of copies. That is if the variance of the added noise is VnOi,, then after purification the variance is Vnoise /N where N is the number of copies.
The protocol for two copies (N=2) is shown in the figure and runs as follows. After emerging from the noisy environments the two copies, ainm and ain2 are combined on a 50/50 beam splitter to constructively interfere. The bright output is then split on another 50/50 beam splitter to generate the final purified state apuif-w This remarkably simple purification protocol preserves the mean value of the input states while decreasing the thermal noise acquired in the noisy environments. We have experimentally demonstrated the purification protocol for N=2. The input coherent states reside at frequency sidebands, the excitations of which were controlled by independent amplitude and phase modulators. Additive Gaussian noise was imposed onto the copies also using amplitude and phase modulators that were controlled by electronics noise generators. In a particular run of the experiment the copies emerging from the simulated noisy environment had a fidelity of F=0.21 to the input pure states. The two noisy copies were then purified using the setup shown in the figure, and the fidelity was increased to F=0.38. This result should be compared to the expected result that can be obtained using a classical purification scheme consisting of optimal measurements and re-preparation of the states. With such classical approach a fidelity of F=0.31 can be attained. Thus our quantum purification protocol clearly beats the standard classical protocol. This is the first time a quantum purification protocol has been performed in continuous variable regime. References: [1 J.1. Cirac, A.K. Ekert and C. Macchiavello, Phys.Rev.Lett. 82,4344 (1999 
